
 

  

    

DR. SHRADDHA BAHIRWANIDR. SHRADDHA BAHIRWANI

Consultant â�� Dental MedicineConsultant â�� Dental Medicine

QualificationQualification

BDS | MDS | Certification in Implantology and Esthetic DentistryBDS | MDS | Certification in Implantology and Esthetic Dentistry

OverviewOverview

Dr. Shraddha Bahirwani is an exceptionally talented and devotedDr. Shraddha Bahirwani is an exceptionally talented and devoted
dental expert specialising in Dental Medicine at Manipal Hospitals, Olddental expert specialising in Dental Medicine at Manipal Hospitals, Old
Airport Road, Bangalore. With an impressive educational backgroundAirport Road, Bangalore. With an impressive educational background
and long experience in the field, Dr Bahirwani is known for her masteryand long experience in the field, Dr Bahirwani is known for her mastery
of general dentistry, minor surgeries, esthetic dentistry, andof general dentistry, minor surgeries, esthetic dentistry, and
implantology. Her energy for giving thorough dental consideration isimplantology. Her energy for giving thorough dental consideration is
evident through her commitment to consistent learning and keeping up-evident through her commitment to consistent learning and keeping up-
to-date with the most recent advancements in the field. Dr Bahirwanito-date with the most recent advancements in the field. Dr Bahirwani
holds a BDS (Bachelor of Dental Surgery) degree, an MDS (Master ofholds a BDS (Bachelor of Dental Surgery) degree, an MDS (Master of
Dental Surgery), and a Certificate in Implantology and EstheticDental Surgery), and a Certificate in Implantology and Esthetic
Dentistry. Her instructive excursion has furnished her with a solidDentistry. Her instructive excursion has furnished her with a solid
groundwork in dental science, empowering her to convey remarkablegroundwork in dental science, empowering her to convey remarkable
care to her patients. As a member of the IAOMR (Indian Academy ofcare to her patients. As a member of the IAOMR (Indian Academy of
Oral Medicine and Radiology) and the American Academy of GeneralOral Medicine and Radiology) and the American Academy of General
Dentistry, Dr Bahirwani actively engages with her peers and staysDentistry, Dr Bahirwani actively engages with her peers and stays
connected to the global dental community. These affiliations provideconnected to the global dental community. These affiliations provide
her access to cutting-edge research and advancements in dentalher access to cutting-edge research and advancements in dental
medicine and allow her to contribute to the field by sharing hermedicine and allow her to contribute to the field by sharing her
knowledge and experiences. Dr Bahirwani's field of expertiseknowledge and experiences. Dr Bahirwani's field of expertise
encompasses a wide range of dental procedures. She is highlyencompasses a wide range of dental procedures. She is highly
proficient in general dentistry, which includes preventive care,proficient in general dentistry, which includes preventive care,
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restorative procedures, and oral health maintenance. Her meticulousrestorative procedures, and oral health maintenance. Her meticulous
approach and attention to detail ensure that her patients receiveapproach and attention to detail ensure that her patients receive
optimal oral care, whether routine check-ups or complex treatments.optimal oral care, whether routine check-ups or complex treatments.
Dr. Shraddha is a top dentist in Bangalore.  One of Dr. Bahirwani'sDr. Shraddha is a top dentist in Bangalore.  One of Dr. Bahirwani's
areas of particular interest is esthetic dentistry. She possesses anareas of particular interest is esthetic dentistry. She possesses an
artistic eye and a keen sense of aesthetics, enabling her to enhanceartistic eye and a keen sense of aesthetics, enabling her to enhance
the appearance of her patient's smiles. Dr Bahirwani employs state-of-the appearance of her patient's smiles. Dr Bahirwani employs state-of-
the-art techniques and materials to deliver natural-looking andthe-art techniques and materials to deliver natural-looking and
beautiful results, from teeth whitening and veneers to smilebeautiful results, from teeth whitening and veneers to smile
makeovers. She understands the importance of a confident smile inmakeovers. She understands the importance of a confident smile in
boosting self-esteem and is dedicated to helping her patients achieveboosting self-esteem and is dedicated to helping her patients achieve
their desired smile transformations. Implantology is another area intheir desired smile transformations. Implantology is another area in
which Dr. Bahirwani has gained expertise. Dental implants are awhich Dr. Bahirwani has gained expertise. Dental implants are a
revolutionary solution for replacing missing teeth, and Dr Bahirwanirevolutionary solution for replacing missing teeth, and Dr Bahirwani
excels in this field. She has received specialised training andexcels in this field. She has received specialised training and
certification in implantology, allowing her to offer advanced implantcertification in implantology, allowing her to offer advanced implant
solutions to her patients. Her comprehensive approach incorporatessolutions to her patients. Her comprehensive approach incorporates
thorough assessments, accurate implant placement, and customisedthorough assessments, accurate implant placement, and customised
treatment plans personalised to every patient's unique necessities. Drtreatment plans personalised to every patient's unique necessities. Dr
Bahirwani is conversant in numerous dialects, including English, Hindi,Bahirwani is conversant in numerous dialects, including English, Hindi,
Marathi, Punjabi, and Kannada. This multilingual capability empowersMarathi, Punjabi, and Kannada. This multilingual capability empowers
her to speak with a different scope of patients and guarantees thather to speak with a different scope of patients and guarantees that
they get the best quality of care in a comfortable and welcomingthey get the best quality of care in a comfortable and welcoming
environment.environment.

Fellowship & MembershipFellowship & Membership

Member IAOMRMember IAOMR
American academy of General DentistryAmerican academy of General Dentistry

Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise
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General dentistry, minor surgical proceduresGeneral dentistry, minor surgical procedures
Special interest in Esthetic Dentistry, ImplantologySpecial interest in Esthetic Dentistry, Implantology

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

EnglishEnglish
HindiHindi
MarathiMarathi
PunjabiPunjabi
KannadaKannada

Awards & AchievementsAwards & Achievements

Best paper at National Conference in 1994Best paper at National Conference in 1994

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Organized national level conferencesOrganized national level conferences
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